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WOODWORKERS' ASSOCIATION-OF N.SW 

FROM THE CHAIR 
April is fast approaching and with it our AGM. 

Most of the committee are standing for another tenn 
although the editor, Con Downey is standing down for 
a well earned rest. Con has produced the newsletter for 
several years. In that time he has done a wonderful job, 
improved the newsletter and incorporated some new 
ideas. I am sure that all members are behind me as I 
congratulate Con on a great job as editor. Thanks Con. 
Michael McGrath has agreed to take over the position 
of editor. 

Cumberland State Forest are looking for more makers 
with small to medium pieces. Give me a call if ivter
ested. 

We have accepted space at the FIAA exhibition in late 
May. This is a good opportunity to promote our cause 
and the individuals behind the fine woodwork. See 
inside this newsletter for more information. 

Thanks to the members who braved the wet on Aus
tralia Day at Hyde Park Barracks. The weather was 
miserable and I am sure kept a lot of the public away 
but overall it was a good day. Thanks also go to the 
Hyde Park Barracks people for offering us the space. 

Don't forget the FIAA exhibition. 

Take care 
JIM 

Can any member recognise the style or period of 
the chair pictured here? 

A letter to the editor on the subject would be 
appreciated, or contact the assistant editor: Chas 
Thomas on 9528.7778: • 
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OUR NEXT MEETING 
(Annual General Meeting) 

Guest Speaker : Peter van Herk 

Peter van Herkjoined the Association in 1989 as an 
exhibiting member but has not been very active due to his 
country location in Gloucester ("slackness" is another excuse 
he uses). Specialising in Australian hardwoods. Peter has 
undertaken research and development for the timber industry 
on the use of hardwoods in furniture and has picked up a 
couple of industry innovation design and business awards. 

As well as the small scale furniture making operation, 
Perer's company Australian Design Hardwoods Pty Ltd now 
incorporates a small volume (300 cubic metres/year) timber 
drying operation for the joinery and furniture market using 
state of the art solar assisted kilns. Peter's company also 
supplies the kilns and provides sawmill staff training, drying 
schedule development a.'ld consultancy. 

In April Peter will be opening a 60 square metre timber 
display showroom in Paddington to present Australian 
hardwoodws from Tasmania to Queensland with particular 
emphasis on the feature grades, the majority of the hardwood 
resource. 

Peter's talk will be on: 
- drying Australian hardwoods 
- the growing availability of Australian hardwoods for 

furniture, how to find them and what to look for 
- future directions in the hardwood value adding industry, 

opportunities for design 
- the role of hardwoods in creating an Australian furniture 

design identity 
- the technical aspects and paradigm changes required for the 
successful use of Australian hardwoods in furniture. 

Recognising and respecting the combined wealth of 
knowledge that exists within the membership, Peter would 
like to finish the talk with an open discussion on the use of 
hardwoods in furniture. 

_ Monday, April 7th 
from7 pm 

Powerhouse Museum 
500 Harris Street, Ultimo 

(entry via Macarthur Street) 

DOOR PRIZES 
Three Free prizes (say that with a SAO) 

Capricorn Link have donated three books for our 
next meeting: 
Woodworking Mistakes and Solutions 
Building Doors and Entry Ways 
Decorative Techniques for Woodtumers 

RRP$29.95 
RRP$29.95 
RRP$34.95 

Light refreshments will be available for a token $3 fee from 
7pm for a 7.30 start. 

Limited parking may be available on site - reserve a space 
by phoning Jim Davey on (02) 9545 1633 by midday on the 
day. 

Look forward to seeing you there. 

Visitors and friends are always welcome. 

Change of Address ? 
Was this newsletter correctly addressed to you? 

If your name or address is incorrect, please 
drop a line to the editor so that our records 

can be updated for next time. 

Chair: 

;: ? ·.; :: .. 
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Jim Davey 
P0Box412 
Gymea 2227 

bh tel: (02) 9545 1633 
ah tel: (02) 9548 2684 

Vice Chair: Bob Howard bh tel: (02) 9319 5666 
9 Beaconsfield Lane • 
Alexandria 2015 

Secretary: Karen Miles voicemail: (02) 9640 7848 
POBoxW77 
Warringah Mall 2100 

Treasurer: Margaret Kearns ah tel: (02) 9356 4296 
PO Box 1308 

Editor: 

Assistant 
Editors: 

General 

Potts Point 2011 

Michael McGrath 
PO Box Wl06 
Warringah Mall 2100 

tel: (02) 9949 5717 
fax: (02) 9907 0212 

e-mail: mcgrath@entemet.com.au 

Charles Thomas 
Con Downey 

tel: (02) 9528 7778 
tel: (02) 9525 7593 

Assistance: Fred Blake bh tel: (02) 9231 5259 
tel: (02) 9968 1948 
tel: (045) 76 1535 
tel: (047) 57 1915 

Phil Boddington 
John Brassell 
Joo Gasparini 
David Muston 
Andy Stewart 

ah tel: (02) 9949 6384 
ah tel: (02) 9449 7150 
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Minutes of General Meeting 
February 3rd, 1997 

. • Apologies for absence were received from Paul Floyd, 
Fred Blake aJld Karen Miles. 
• The minutes of the last meeting were proposed and 
seconded as correct. 
• Cumberland State Forest are having an open day on 
March 23rd. Volunteers are needed to talk to the public 
and do simple demonstrations ( use of hand plane etc.). 
Pieces for display are also needed. 
• The possibility of exhibiting• at the Furniture Industries 
Association Exhibition at the RAS has been investigated. 
The organisers have offered WW ANSW space at market 
price which the Association cannot afford. Unless some 
interest is shown by professional members the committee 
will not be pursuing this opportunity. (See further 
developments elsewhere in this newsletter - Ed.). 
• The arrangements for the 1997 Sydney Timber and 
Working With Wood Show are now being planned and a 

• sub-commiuee is being formed to organise this. A raffle 
will be organised as part of th.is. Volunteers to help with 
the organisation of the stand would be appreciated. 
• New membership cards have now been prepared and are 
available tonight for all members who had paid 1997 dues 
by the time the first batch were printed. Another batch will 
be prepared shortly for more recent membership renewals. 
• Speakers and topics for future meetings are being 
planned. Please contact any member of the commiuee 
with any suggestions or requests that you might have for 
these talks. 
• As noted in the newsleuer our application to the 
Australia Council for a grant to support a major exhibition 
was not successful. An exhibition sub-committee is now 
being formed to plan what to do in light of this. Additional 
volunteers to join this sub-committee are requested. It 
would be particularly good to have more exhibiting 
member representation on the committee. 
• The committee would like to create an additional 
position to focus on publicity of WW ANSW. Are there 
any members who have an interest/capability in such a 
position? 
• Henry Black announced that Garrett Wade Australia is 
closing this coming Saturday (8th Feb.). 
• A shop exists at Cumberland State Forest and small to 
medium sized pieces are being sought for sale there if any 
members are interested. 
• A new woodworker's calendar has been received and is 
available for review at the meeting or purchase if any 
members are interested. 
• <;opies of Richard Crosland's book "Woodworking 
Course" are also available at $20.00 a copy. 
• The next meeting is the AGM and the majority of the 
committee are willing to stand again. Con Downey is 
standing down as editor of the newsletter. 
• At RAAF Richmond a project is underway to renovate a 
plywood aeroplane, a WWII Mosquito. A group is being 
organised to view the work in progress. (Visit a success. 
Ed) 
• John Brassell introduced the guest speaker for the 
evening, Justin Crisp. 

Miruaes courtesy of Phil Boddington. 

NEWSlmE~S 
~ECEflJED ~ECENTLY 

-- Australian Association of Musical Instriment Makers 
-- Bayside Woodturners & Woodcrafters Club Inc. 

-- Berwick District Woodworkers Club Inc. 
-- Craft Australia 

--Central Coast Woodturners Co-operative 
-- Centre for Contemporary Craft 
-- Forest Hill Woodturners Inc. 
-- Forest Protection Society Ltd. 

--Goulb~ Region Woodworkers Inc. 
-- Handtool Preservation Association of Australia Inc. 

-- Illawarra Woodworkers Group Inc. 
--Mid North Coast Woodwork~rs Inc. 

-- Northern Rivers Woodcraft Group Cooperative Ltd. 
-- Sydney Woodtumers Guild 

-- The Marquetry Guild NSW Inc. 
-- The Sydney Woodcarving Group Inc. 

- The Traditional Tools Group Inc. 
-- The W oodtumers Society of Queensland Inc. . 

-- Victorian Woodworkers Association Inc. 
-- Warragul Woodworkers' Club 

--Woodcraft Guild of the ACT Inc 
-- Woodgroup S.A. Inc. 

--Woodtumers Bendigo Inc. 
-- W oodtumers of the Goulburn Valley Inc. 

Thank you to those editors and secretaries who 
regularly send along a copy of their newsletters for our 
shared enjoyment Don't forget, these newsletters from 
other groups are there to peruse and borrow at our 
meetings. 

We would like to exchange newsletters with ALL 
woodie groups. Are you aware of other woodie groups 
who regularly produce a newsletter? Please supply name 
and address details to the.editor. 

ARCHIVES 
The archives of the Woodworkers' Association ofNSW 

are kept by the State Library of New South Wales in 
Macquarie Street. Sydney. 

Their reference is : Serials L9 (O/N 679797) 

:::::;112il1; ::·· 

. r:}~i~i.::• 
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Opportunity 
Knocks 

Australian Furniture Exhibition 
Thursday 22 - Sunday25 May 1997 

Sydney Showground 

At our recent February meeting we reponed that the 
Furniture Industry Association of Australia (FIAA) had 
• offered our association space at their upcoming exhibition. 
At that stage we understood there was to be a considerable 
fee for the space and we were going to decline the offer. 
However, the space has been offered at no charge at all and 
the committee has accepted this generous offer. 

Participation is open to all members, not just those with 
Exhibiting Member status. There will of course be a standard 
to uphold. not as strict as Exhibiting Status, but a reasonable 
standard none-the-less. 

The exhibition runs for four days at the Showground. The 
first two days will be for trade only. with the next two open 
to the public. The organisers, FIAA, plan a multi-media 
promotional campaign and expect 3,000 trade visitors and 
some 20,000 members of the public. This is an ideal 
opponunity for any member with something to sell, not only 
furniture, but furnishings. • 

As well as pieces and association portfolios we intend to 
have individual portfolios, literature, business cards etc. on 
display. In this way, if a piece cannot be provided you can 
still participate. 

Don't miss this excellent chance of promotion, contact Jirn 
Davey for more information. 

;
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WELCOME 
The Association warmly welcomes the 

following new associate members: 
Keith Towe 

Glenn and Wendy Cambage 
Laura Mccusker 

Justin Crisp 

Market Place 

By the forest and the sea. 

On the beautiful Mid-Nonh Coast tourist route. 
A striking, purpose-built, modem, brick, studio and gallery 
complex. The studio has underfloor dust extraction facilities. 
Gallery, kitchen and office are bright and airy with shower and 
toilet area as well as D.A. approval. 
Would suit woodworker or any trade, craft or professional 
rooms. 
Includes seperate, well appointed. modem, three bedroom, 
solid brick, solar desigl).ed residence. All underground 
facilities, sewered, storage sheds on one acre of established 
grounds. 
$425,000.00 Tel: 065 848096 

*VENEER 
QLD WALNUT, QLD MAPLE 
Silky Oak (G. robusta) + others 

Thickness 1mm 
Sizes Various (up to 3m long, 150-200min wide) 

Price: "Free" to members, "Nearly free"·to non-members 
Contact: Paul Floyd B.H. (047) 35 2033 

* AUSTRALIAN WOODWORKERS CALENDAR 
& SOURCE BOOK 

A must for the woodworker. This calendar includes dates for 
shows, expos, exhibitions, other irnponant events pertaining to 
wood and woodworking, advertising, suppliers list, list of 
wood groups throughout Australia, chart of health hazards of 
woods and even jokes. Copies will cost less than $6 + 
postage and will be on sale at the April meeting or phone Jim 
Davey to reserve your copy. 

:;.:~-.:::::::)fr::·::. 

Leith Johnston 
John Madden 
Frank Crowe 
Warren West 

Roslyn Lunsford 
G. K. Billingsley 

Trent Moy 
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INDIVIDUAL WOQD PEN - MADE BY YOU! 

c::]J u I ffi 
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LETTER OPENER 
Quantity 
5-20 seis 
25-50 sets 
55-95 sels 
100+ seis 

Price 
$4.90 sei 
$4.50 sei 
$4.00 sei 
$3.80 set 

Prices include scles tax. 

m 
<c 
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PEN COMPONENTS 
Quantity Price 
5-20 sets $3.05 set 
25-50 sets $2.80 set 
55-100 sels $2.55 set 
105-195 sets $2.45 set 
200+ sets $2.07 set 

Also available quartz clock movements. 

SCORPIO IMPORTS 
VICTORIA PTY. LTD. 

A.C.N: 056 661 422 

1 7 lnverell Ave. 
Mt. Waverley, Vic. 3149 

Melbourne 
Tel: (03) 9802 9913 
Fax: (03) 9887 8158 

MAIL ORDER ACCEPTED 

Workshop Space Available 
Fyshwick ACT 

Workshop and machine hire for a couple of interested 
woodies, prepared to rent on a fulJ time basis for $100 per 
week. Possibility of casual work at hourly rates. 

Workshop not for kitchen manufacture. 
Contact Shaun Hayward at Adams Timbers 
tel: 06 280 6467 fax: 06 280 6487 

3M Scotch Brite 
NEW Multi-Flex Abrasive Sheets 

Equivalent to #000 and #0000 steel wool. Claimed to 
be great for seaier sanding, lacquer scuffing, deribbing, 
defuzzing, highlighting and top coat finishing. 

For Sale 
Record Compass Plane 
As new- still in box $250.00 

Contact Mark Mogridge (02) 9542 3243 (b/h) 

T,f~ HOWARD· PRODUCTS 
AUSTRALIA 

Res tor-a-Finish: Rc:,.,iluciorwy "i~n, wipe: off proccs, llul climiru1cs scr.itchcs, 
he11 rings, \If.lier muks :and most Olhcr sur&ct dam2gc: by amalgamating irutmtly 
with c:xls1ing finishes. In most instanC'C:S 1he n«d to strip rt-stain and ~~lish is 
ncg,tcd. Sc.,n lints plw ncu1ral in 473ml C21\S. 

F~-n-W.U:: Unique among fumirurc wa:io:s. Being a liquid combination of beeswax, 
or.inge oil and ClllUuba w.ix, ii applies like gel yn buffs dty 10 a rich, hard, sa1in 
luS1rc. No hw work, no build-up problems ... and i1 nourishes and pro1ccts dry 
fumirurc: like no other. 473ml packs. 
Orange Oil: The most efficien1 narur.il fumi~ cleaner and polisher available. 
It contains trxt clements foUJ1d in \1/()()(j, $0 when it pe:nctratcs it fttds, nourishes 
and rt",'C'als .in imWng depth of grain. ContWling no .... -.ax or silicones it can be wed 
a.soften 3..s you wish. Also for use on raw \lo"OOCI 2$ a final finish or u a sc:1lcr prior 
10 \lo-axing. 4i3ml pump pack.s. • 
Citrus Shield: IOO"lo narural 1his is for those who prefer a 1hickcr paste wax. 
Containing pure bc-c:sv.-ax. orange: oil and carnauba w·a.x, it spreads like orange butter 
,nd buffs di)• co a rich, h3Id high luscrc: (Fecd•n•Wax has a s,nin luscrc:). \~nderfal 
on a soled or r.rw wood. Big 400g an. 
#0000 Superfine Steel Wool: This is 1he finest ye1 1oughcs1 steel wool w,: know 
abouc. h's mode specially for H0'4~cd Products and i1's the only steel wool we can 
honcscly rro,mmend. Eigh1 p,ds in a 175g pock. • 

Howard Products Australia 
175 Peel S1rec1, Tamwonh NSW 2340 

Telephone: (067) 66 9933 or (067) 66 6767 • Fax (067) 66 9933 
l>:'c h31-e S1ockists t\us1ralia wide or we can freight 10 you direct 31 

aur.:,oivc rates. Telephone or fax for funhe.r information. 

What We're About 

. The aims of the Woodworkers' Association of NSW are to : 
-Keep increasing the standard of Australian fine work 
in wood 

- Promote public awareness of this work 
- Provide a focu.s for the exchange of expertise and to 

foster camaraderie among those who work in wood 
- Be a voice for the proper management of our precious 

native timber resources. • ... ··.· ··.•.--·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.· ··••··· .. . . .................... . 

i,11iftil!f,!iiilil!\t 
l~l~tif!ti~l!!;l!;1,1f 
i~t~:;~\~~~[4~~irY.~1.4t1.~!~~€'~~~~~§:~~fi~1& 

ASSET REGISTER 
Karen Miles is compiling a register of assets 

belonging to the Association and their whereabouts. 

WHERE IS THAT TAPE RECORDER? 
Are YOU aware of any other Associatioffpropcrty which may 

have been missed? If you can assist, 
please contact Karen as detailed on page 2. 

Does anyone know of a Mac-compatible scanner, for use in 
the editorial of this newsletter? If so please contact the editor. 
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''TRU1H OR TRAP'' 
The Contemporary Craft Movement's 

Pursuit of Art Ideals 
This article continues the summary, by Bob Howard. of 

the talk by Grace Cochrane aJ our December meeting. 

In the January/February edition Bob had reached the 
poinJ where the question was posed, "All along, of course, 
the art world had been calling the twie. BUI why was it able 
to do so?". The answer to thaJ question and many others 
awaus readers of-this fascinating essay. 

The first part of Grace's talk detailed the ways in which crafts 
people, from the late 1960s, started to pursue the ideals of the fine 
arts of that time. We had reached the point where she asked why it 
was that the art world was able to so convincingly call the rune. 
Why did crafts people seek to emulate those in the fine arts, rather 
than, say vice versa? 

Of the many possible reasons, Grace chose to focus on two: (1) 
the way developments in the crafts and design have both been 
affected by the privileged status that has been conferred on the 
'fine' arts of painting and sculpture, its artists and those who 
commissioned or purchased it; and (2) the increasing belief in ihe 
artist as a special individual, and the way this idea was reinforced 
from the nineteenth century to the presenL 

Grace saw this as involving a changing triangle whose apexes 
were art, craft and design. The perceived differences in value 
between art and craft have been debated for several hundred years, 
which the changing relationship between the crafts and industrial 
design and manufacture have also been reviewed since modern 
industrial manufacture began in the eighteenth century. 

Over time, the separation of ideas from skill. in the hierarchy of 
cultural values of Western societies, has placed the fine arts over 
the crafts and this has been further developed through associations 
with certain media and the function that the works performed. 

Separation developed in ideas about society and self, and 
theory and practice (discussed as head and hand, or mind and 
body, or skill and thought). Once these had been closely related, 
but somehow they came to be seen as being in opposition. 
Whether something was to be art, craft, design or industry became 
part of that change. 

The idea of the artist as an individual in the nineteenth century 
was reinforced by the social, economic and political changes of 
that time. The rise of the middle class created a new source of art 
patronage. However, many artists of the time rejected the idea that 
the function of art was to serve the fashionable tastes of the new 
middle class, and chose to make art for its own sake. 

Other people rejected an association with industry and its 
fashion of excessive embellishment with decoration. Through the 
Arts and Crafts movement of the late 19th Century, they strove to 
unite decoration with fo~ in harmony with nature. This was also 
a reaction to the loss of hand skil~ and an attempt to revalue 
individual creative labow-. 

Following the disintegration of the old 19th Cenrury social 
orders, which had been defined largely by class and religion, we 
came to place an increasing value on the development of 'the 
individual' and 'the authentic self. 

Throughout this century we have beeri encouraged to see 
ourselves as independent people, seeking personal satisfaction 

through our work and ways of life and personal expression through 
those things. And because the world today is such a mobile place 
most of us have the task of 'being an individual' by trying to define 
two identities. That of a source culture - and that ofliving in 
Australia today- of being 'Australian'. 

But what actually happened with us? 

Crafts people after the war were initially intezested in independ
ence and self-sufficiency, in making useful and beautiful objects 
through the use of natural materials, in a studio or small workshop 
environment when they were in control of all the pr~ of their 
production. In many ways these aspirations have since been 
identified as an anachronistic, romantic 're-invention' of tradition, 
but at that time - and even now - it was certainly a strong philoso
phy ihat ran CO\Dlter to the perceived inhumanity of modernist 
consumerism. 

After the war, America represented freedom and modernity and 
the ideal of freedom of expression in art (remember abstract 
expressionism) was followed by similarly motivated people 
working with textiles, metal, glass and ceramics. 

During the !%Os it was possible for visual artists to become 
superstars, backed and promoted by an infrastructure of dealers, 
critics and investors. By this time the 'art world' of the 'fine' or 
'visual' arts, its distinction by now well reinforced through cultural 
instinuions, considered little other than painting or sculpture as art. 

But craft people were educated in the US in unive.sities, 
alongside visual artists and many of the designe.s and architecis 
who had fled from Europe. Inevitably, these crafts people wanted 
to claim a similar status as 'expressive individuals'. 

British writez Perez Dormer suggests that the crafts 'changed 
class' after the war, being practised by the educated middle class 
who made products for aesthetic value rather thari practical use. 
"As soon as people were willing to ruy hand-made pots because 
they were cheap and useful" he said, "a trend began whereby craft 
objects could be sold for their aesthetic content alone." 

How did art ideals in the crafts reach us? 

The models for our national, co-ordinating, multi-<:rafts 
organisations came from England and America. The key lobbyists 
in our developing crafts organisations also adopted from abroad 
the aspirations to be associaioo with art, and in particular used the 
language of the fine arts in an effort to validate their practice. 

It is Grace's opinion that whilst this changed or overturned 
conservative perceptions about what crafts might be, it also set in 
train the beginnings of a denial of the various crafts' own social and 
technological histories and values and that this has been detrimen
tal to much of what has subsequently been made. 

One of the key vehicles for the transmission of overseas 
influences to Australia was the America magazine Craft Horizons, 
published by the American Crafts Council since the early 1950s. It 
was a key forw-n for philosophical ideas about the contemporary 
crafts, as well as a physical disseminator of photographs of objects 
and events. It also provided a rich resource list from which to 
invite visitors to Australia in the 1970s. 

Rose Slivka, the editor of Craft Horizons, had close associa
tions with American visual artists and critics of that time, and with 
the university art departments. She was firmly attached to the 
modernist notions of the time. These included the idea of the 
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autonomy of the craft object (the idea that an object could exist on its 
own, outside a social or market context). and the idea of the crafts 
objects function as the personal expression of the maker as an 
individual ( also outside a market context). 

1be idea of autonomous objects - with no function other than as the 
free expression of their makers - providod an argument for crafts 
people to be perceived in the same way as painters and sculptors, and 
therefore receive similar status as individuals in the art world 

11lis was a big shift for the crafts: away from social function and 
pllIJlOSe-and towards personal expression. 

Some of the events of the time (1970s) caused quite a lot of 
confusion in both the crafts and art worlds. Alan McCulloch com
mented that 'the suicidal trend in painting and sculptor has provided an 
excellent opportunity for a takeover of art by the crafts .. .' Donald 
Brook asked, commenting on a 1973 exhibition: 'What is an idling 
craft to do? The popular modern answer, encouraged by the loosen
ing-up of the concept of art. is that it shall become an art. and there are 
obvious - even crude - gestures in this direction .... they are not craft in • 
the simple and important sense of being useful things well-made, and 
neither are they art in the sense of belonging formally, historically or 
conceprually to a coherent family ... so .. they are essentially conversa
tion pieces for cultivated middle class households'. 

Where bas it taken us? 

Has the art world accepted art-craft as art? The crafts, whether 
traditional or art-oriented have not been included in any art history, or 
in any general Australian cultural histories. It has been difficult to 
maintain the crafts as a special area in art schools of the '90s, and 
especially in secondary schools. It has rarely been included in major 
art exhibitions. Many people in the art world are quite antagonistic 
towards it 

To a certain extent the direction of the pursuit of art ideals was 
effective through the 1960s and early 1970s, as the art world and its 
wider audience allowed an oppornm.ity for, and encouraged, 
craftspeople to dismiss traditions in favour of individual expressive 
intent and the making of non-functional objects, and fine artists 
themselves adopted some of the formerly marginal 'craft' and 
'domestic' materials and processes. 

But the result was perhaps not what was intended. Peter Dormer 
says the economic structure for the 'quasi-art' that developed, at the 
time, 'has been provided [not by a real marketplace, but) by art school 
teaching. state museums ... magazines, state grants, and, especially in 
America, the existence of rich people willing to be persuaded by 
dedicated dealers and gallery owners that to buy the new craft was to 
buy the new art As far as the new breed of craftsperson is concerned 
there was a wide degree of licence to be enjoyed. As long as he or she 
produced work which more or less conformed to the new quasi-art 
establishment's expectations of what craft as art should look like, then 
he or she was free to make all sorts of useless objects. [Then] 
something rather sad and predictable has since occurred', he said 

• Those who tried to get their new 'broken-all-the-rule-in-my:Art-Craft' 
work accepted were rejected by the real art world, which 'may be 
unfair, and it is certainly arbitrlll)'. But what is and what is not "Art" is 
decided by the art world .. .' 

As Pru La Motte said in Adelaide about 10 years ago, art is not 
a truth: "Art ls what you say It ls, and that changes". 

The final chapter in this epic will appear in the nexJ eclition. 

Contact the editor for details of the reasonable 
rates to advertise in this bi-monthJy newsletter. 

Small items from members incur no charge. 

r Rose Gum 1 
Joinery Timber I 

Rose Gum. also knowri as i'locded Gum. is appearing 
aga,n en :~e Easi Coast as a 1dne,y ,irrber and also JS 

i•ne :u~-:;.;re. !, never reaiiy went av,ay but had been 
!ar-Gely c•,ertocked since impcr1ed rainforest timbers 
:oci< ::::v~" :!"-e ;01nery market. 

Eucaiyc:us grandis ,s one of the fastest growing 
euca,y;:>:s. occurr,ng from N·ewcas;le to Nonh 
C.;eers a;.d. T.~e ~1r.ber !S a warrr. :)ir.k :o red. straigi1: 
grcir.e~ a'"!d easy :o v1ork. ;: g:oes 1.ve!I and 1s 
s:;ror.scg.y ::gr.t for a ~arcwocc. 

Rose G..:r:~ ,s ":;arketed frcr:~ Sei:;r.ge~~ in nCrthem NS'N 
by a '.:o-rcany cal!ed Rose Gum Timbers. which 
prcci;cas se,ec! cuality :i:r.ber from a huge !oca, 
resc~rce Gf ;>;amat1on and reG~owin forest. much cf it 
1'9C a:r':"'e::: 1d:':":"'!c!J1d. 

T:rr.Oe" s seasoned in solar neated i<ilns. a siower j 
:=;rc8ess : .... ar; ~onven11cna!iy heated ~.i!ns. anC one \vh1c;i ·1 
orcovces a consistently be\ier quaii;y board. with ) 
r.eg~,g::; e ce;;--ade. ! . 

ii 

I 

Ideal for 
• kchitrave & skirting • Windows & Doors 
• t.;n;ng Boards • Staircases 

I 
I 

• Door Jambs 
• i=iooring 

• Bench Tops 
• Furniture 

. . b _ Ii I Rose G~~Jim ers I r 
~,~ ~ .. ,!: ~W": r .,L:STK;\LI,\:\ HAR0\\'000S -vi· , 

! FOR l ' I 
l FL:RNJTL:RE :\;\O JOl,'\ERY 1 ! ! 1 

Roger Burke:(C?o)S5 2100 • 01S 25, :so. Martin Hogan: 015 7o5 904j 
3-l Ccronat,on Street. Se!imgcn. NSW 24S4 

ACN C68•7'4·016 
=3e) 
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Summary of Talk 
by Justin Crisp 
at the February Meeting 

Justin Crisp gave a very stimulating talk, first summaris
ing his background, then showing us some examples of his 
work and talking about the Churchill fellowship he was 
awarded. 

Justin did an apprenticeship as a cabinet maker. For the 
last ten years he has run his own business, the last three years 
concentrating on fine fumirure. About a third of his commis
sions are from people who want him to make use of timber that 
they possess already. He oovertises through local exhibitions but 
a lot of his work comes via word of mouth. The Churchill 
fellowship was also a boost as he received publicity in mo.5t of 
the local papers. 

Justin started his slide show with some examples of his 
own work. emphasising the imponance he places on quality 
design. Some highlights included: 

• a secretaire piece made from seven timbers, primarily 
Red Cedar and Qld Maple. 

• a writing desk with marquetry work which was inspired 
by earlier French writing desks. 

• a grandfather clock in Red Cedar and River Odle. 
• a chest of drawers with cabriole legs. 
• a coffee table from Maple Silkwood. 
• an altar table made from White Cedar for the Lismore 
Base Hospital Chapel. 

• a galley table for a yacht 
• colonial day beds made from Red Cedar 
• veneer decks for surfboards, the example shown used 
fiddleback Qld Maple,. 

• a side board made from Silky Oak 
Justin talked about the process and criteria for obtaining a 

Churchill Fellowship, emphasising that the focus was on past 
achievements and future potential, rather than acooemic qualifi
cations. His specific project description was, ''To study design 
and construction of traditional and contemporary furnirure. To 
observe teaching methods and college infrastrucrure. To study 
restoration and conservation techniques." 

He said that his time on !he Fellowship had been most 
enlightening and had opened many doors for him, such as the 
opportunity for short tenn study at centres such as Pamham in 
England or access to collections and major museums. Before he 
went on the Fellowship his aims had centred around producing 
pieces tin a traditional style whereas now his aim is to design his 
own pieces. He visited America, England, France, Germany and 
Holland He said that of the many things he learnt on the 
Fellowship he was SIIUCk particularly by the diversity of 
approaches he saw and how there was more than one way to do 
any given thing. 

Some highlights of his tour were: 
Rhodes Island School of Design, in the USA. He noted 

that much of the work he saw in the USA was of a high standard 
with a very profes.5ional approach. He encountered expens in 
furniture conservation while at the school and was impressed by 
the sophistication of their methods including laboratory tech
niques to examine and match a new finish with an old 

At the Victoria and Albert Musewn in London he 

·observed that a conservation expert could work on a piece b 
six months or more. In London he spent two weeks in the 
Queen's workshops, where the aim was to keep the furnirure 
in a good useable condition with a more fleXIble approach ·to 
conservatiort He noted that all reµrirs had a strong emphasis 
on being reversible with glues like ep:>xy rarely used. 

At the Rijksmusewn in Amsterdam Justin was 
involved for two months with worlc in preparation for a book 
on Jan Van Mekeren. His work included studying and 
copying detailed drawings or making up detailed mock-ups 
of marquetry work. He noted that in both the USA and 
Europe restorers and furniture makers were considered to be 
prestigious careers which invloved significant training and 
expense by aspiring y0W1g students. 

He enlivened his talk with various ideas he picked up 
during his trip such as the use of thicker veneers on curved 
legs so that the piece is only roughly shaped first and can then 
be profiled further after veneering, of the observation that fish 
glues was recommended for sticking metal to timber in 
marquetry. 

At the John Makepeace s::hool of wood Justin attended 
a short course in wood veneering given by Robert Ingham. 
He also visited the wood carver Ben Harms, who does all 
John Makepeace's modem carvings, showing us some 
impressive carvings including a life size donkey and a 
miniature nude of the carver's wife. 

Justin shared with us photographs and examples of his 
work and gifts he had been given on his trip such as books or 
photoo of pieces he saw. We were fortunate to be able to 
browse through the collection before and after his talk. 

Summary courtesy of Phil Boddington 

HENRY'S ABOUT 
Yes Henry Black, recently of Garrett Wade fame, 

is still in business. 

Henry will be selling a range of Japanese tools.
Record, Racal, Veritas, Crown and other quality new 
tools along with woodworking books and second 
hand tools, from the annex, next to his workshop, in 
Concord.· 

• He will be open to the public on Saturdays fonn 
9am to 1pm and by appointment during the week. 
Call first! 

Henry tells us that he will be selling timber from 
his storage rack to create space. There is Mahogany, 
Blackwood, Myrtle, and Qld. Maple suitable for 
carvers, turners and cabinet makers. Some small 
quanities suitable for amateur woodworkers. 

A collection of used machinery up for sale 
includes a Martin tilt and scribe panel saw, Wadkin 
RSIO pattern makers lathe, bobbin sander, large 
double disc sander, Hyco scroll saw etc. 

Henry Black tel: 02 9744 7875 
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BOOK RE.VIEWs 
Making Heirloom Toys 

by Jim Makowicki 
The Taunton Press 1996. 152 pp. RRP $39.95 

Have you noticed the difference between an expert's 
presentation and that of a merely skilled person? 

A merely skilled person, when describing something. 
tends to dwell on where lhey have trouble with the concept, 
technique, construction or whatever. An expert presents the the 
whQle issue more logically, breaking it into simple, absorbable 
chunks and not treating their audience like dummies. Mr 
Makowicki and the team who put this book together are clearly 
experts. 

The format of this book is: 
- a brief but worthwhile introduction 
- a twelve page section on toymaking techniques 
- a four page section on finishing 
- twenty two individual toy projects with clear plans 
- a photo gallery 
- a short list of suppliers (all in the USA). 

The section on toymaking techniques is, thankfully, not 
another book on general woodworking; it deals with issues 
specific to the making of toys and handling small parts. There 
·are lots of useful tips and techniques not found in more general 
books. It includes a refreshing insight into the author's 
approach to designing toys. 

Finishing rates a section by itself because of particular 
safety issues relating to children's play habits. 

The toy projects cover a range of subjects, mainly 
planes, trains and automobiles, but there are some novel 
educational toys as well. Each project contains full plans, 
marked.in inches unfortunately. One neat feature is the 
inclusion on the plan of the percentage by which it needs to be 
enlarged - if you have access to an appropriate photocopier this 
could save hours and many mistakes. The diagrams and 
instructions appear to be excellent The toys themselves appear 
similar in quality to Exhibiting Member Bob Scott's creations. 
Jirn also uses a variety of hardwoods and his toys too have that 
delicious, curvatious tactile quality. 

Colour photos of the finished projects are presented in 
a sixteen page gallery section towards the middle. This 
provides both inspiration and some finishing alternatives - not 
absolutely necessary perhaps, but the book would be poorer 
without it 

Throughout the book there are shortcuts, jigs and 
techniques mentioned when appropriate. These are handily 
cross referenced in other appropriate places so that they don't 
have to be repeated in full. There is also a fashionable empha
sis throughout on safety when woodworking. 

As it states on the back cover, "Jim Makowicki's wooden 
toys show an attention to detail and sophistication of design 

• that sets them apart from the run-of-the-mill toy projects. As 
Jirn himself says, "Designing and building toys is an evolu
tionary process. Whether you buy this book to build replicas 
from the plans, or use the plans as a starting point for your 
further development, or just for inspiration, I don't think you 
will be disappointed. 

Review copy from Lothian, the distributors. 
Con Downey 

Furniture Making: from the inside out. 
J.D. Lawrence Sterling 1995. 191 pp. RRP $29.95 

The title sounds promising but with its minimally instructive 
low contrast black and white photographs, unexceptional text, 
primitive Auto Cad exploded drawings which are awkward in their 
lack of perspective and which depict tediously unappealing 
proje<;ts and so on, it is a promise unfulfilled. 

1bere are now so many books on the basics of cabinetmaking 
that there's ooneed to settle for a book as ordinary as this one. 

Richard Vaughan 

Kitchen Cabinets 
(from the Time Life series: The Art of Woodworking) 

Time Life 144pp RRP$29.95 

If you 're plarming on putting in a kitchen and if you 're 
planning to use manufactured board - the obvious and apJl'opriate 
material- this book will be as useful and helpful as a biscuiter. 

Obviously experienced professionals guide you through the 
use of frarneless ( kmwn as "European)" construction with 
suggestions for adapting it to the less stark appearance of various 
styles. 

The instru::tions do assume a professional or a well funded 
recreational workshop but it's not essential and a very modest set
up would suffice. A router (of course), a circular saw and 
hopefully a biscuiter soould be in your kit It is possibly a 
shortcoming that small workshop alternatives are not suggested for 
say a chain mortiser or a table saw with dado blades but a little 
thought and inquiry will find options in your workshop to skin 
those cats. 

The folll!at is spiral bown, so the pages stay flat while you 
refex to them, with clear and handsome colour illustrations and a 
paragraph of concise explanation for each. The book includes 
style guidelines, simple effective construction methods and a very 
instructive section in installation which will save you a Jot of 
expletive frustration. 

It's a book I'd have welcomed 20 years ago when I was doing 
that kind of worlc and one I'd certainly recommend now. 

It's good value and the fact thal it's called a series doesn't 
mean you have to buy any more than the one you want. 
There is also a Home Repair and Improvement series which 
uses the same format and is worth looking out for. 

Richard Vaughan 
more reviews on page 12 
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21 • April 2 Group Exhibition by CSA Wood Students 
Elisabeth Gallery 
363 King Street. Newtown NSW 
Enquiries: (02) 9550 1373 or (02) 9519 6860 

21 - April S Sydney Royal Easter Show 
Driver Avenue, Paddington NSW 
Enquiries: (02) 93319111 

22-23 Goulbourn Woodcraft Exhibition and Sale 1997 
Old Payless Building, Auburn Street, Goulbown 2580 
Ken Brown, (048) 21 1745 or (042) 21 3006 ah. 

28 - 31 Easter Woodcraft Exhibition 
by Woodtumers Bendigo Inc. 
The Old Fire Station, top of View Street 
Bendigo VIC 
Enquiries : (03) 5448 4290 

28 - April 11 Woodcraft Awards 97 
by Bega & District Woodcraft Association Inc. 
Bega Art Gallery, Bega NSW 
Enquiries : (064) 95 3675 

A lF IR?.IllL 

2 Crown Cut Veneer Furniture Competition 
Deadline for final submissions 
Enquiries: Aus Wood.Review (07) 3287 7088 

S • 6 Timber and Woodturnlng Expo 
by Tamworth Woodtumers Inc. 
Lady of the Rosary College 
Warral Road, Tamworth NSW 
Enquiries: Ron YO\mg (067) 65 8880 

7 NEXT ASSOCIATION MEETING (See page 2) 
11- 13 Woodcarvers "Carve In" 

by Doncaster & Geelong Woodcarving Clubs 
Geelong College 
Newtown VIC 
Enquiries: Brian Thompson (03) 9459 4176 

18 • 20 Perth Timber and Working With Wood Show 
by Riddell Exhibition Promotions 
Claremont Show grounds WP. 
Enquiries: Patrick O'Reilly (02) 9712 5623 

18 - 20 4th Annual Artcraft Expo 
Victoria Quay Function & Exhibition Centre 
Victoria Quay, Fremantle WA 
Enquiries : Bree Martini (09) 450 1466 

or fax (09) 450 4500 
24 NEXT NEWSLETTER DEADLINE 

l • 4 INTERIOR DESIGNEX '97 
The 9th International Commercial & Domestic Interior 
Design Exhibition 
Melbourne Exhibition Centre 
To prebook fax (03) 9818 8553 
e-mail: designex@a:t.e.com.au 

2 - 4 Glenean Craft Expo 
5A Glenroy Ave. Middle Cove 
Sydney 
Enquiries: Paulette Kay (02) 9958 0976, 9417 3193 

9 - 10 Cooroora Woodwork Festival 
by Cooroora Woodworkers Club fuc. 
Cooroora Memorial Hall 
Maple Street, Cooroora QLD 
Enquiries : John Rogers (074) 46 8773 

11 Hal Brunner International Tool Auction 
Showgrounds Hall. Rosewood Qld. 
Viewing Sat: 10th 12-4pm 

. Enquiries: (07) 3281 0280 Fax: (07) 3281 4261 
22 • 25 Australian International Furniture Exhibition 

Furnishing fudustry Association of Australia (NSW) 
(22-23 trade only, 24-25 open to public) 
Sydney Showground 
Driver Avenue, Paddington Sydney NSW 
Enquiries : (02) 9580 8922 

23 Melbourne Tool Sale 
Glenferrie Primary School 
80 Manningtree Road, Hawthorne 
Enquiries: Laurie (03) 9578 3550 Rod (03) 9523 7178 

23 • 25 Brisbane Timber and Working With Wood Show 
RNA Showgrounds, Brisbane QLD 
Enquiries: Patrick O'Reilly (02) 9712 5623 

24 • 25 Orbost Timber World 97 
by Lions Club Orbost 
Newmerella Recreation Reserve 
Princes Highway, 5km west of Orbost VIC 
Enquiries : Peter Griebenow (03) 5154 2211 

24 • June 1 National Woodturning Exhibition 
by Forest Hill Woodtumers fuc. 
Nunawading Arts Centre 
Whitehorse Road, Nunawading VIC 
Enquiries : Keith Rogers (03) 9878 9646 

JJlUNIE 

2 WOODWORKERS'.ASSOCIATION MEETING 
7 - 8 3RD ANNUAL EXHIBITION 

by Narooma District Woodcrafting Association 
Tilba Tilba Community Hall 
Tilba Tilba NSW 
Enquiries: Hal Chitty (044) 76 7715 

15-29 "Devil's Own Wood"Exhibition 
Urrbrae House, South Australia 
Enquiries: Doug Bell (08) 8383 6385 

JJlUlL 'lY 

1 • 3 Townsville Show 
'Exhibition Demos & Sales 
by Townsville Area Woodrumers Association Inc. 
Townsville QLD 
Enquiries : Kerry Cameron (077) 80 4662 

12-14 Newcastle Woodcraft Expo 
by Woodrumers of the Hunter Co-operative fuc. 
Elders Wool Store 
Hannen Street, Wickham NSW 
Enquiries : Keith Boaz (049) 46 7509 
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18 • 20 Sydney Timber and Working With Wood Show 
RAS Showground 
Driver Avenue, Moore Park NSW 
Enquiries: Patrick O'Reilly (02) 9712 5623 

29 - 31 Charters Towers Show Exhibition Demos & Sales 
Townsville Area Woodtumers Association Inc. 
Charters Towers QLD 
Enquiries : Kerry Cameron (077) 80 4662 

29 • September 7 Living With Wood 97 
by Victorian Woodworkers Association Inc. 
Meat Market Craft Centre 
7 Blackwood Street, North Melbourne VIC 
Enquiries : Jane La Scala (03) 9497 1916 

A 11JG 11J§11" 

4 WOODWORKERS' ASSOCIATION MEETING 
4 • 10 Ararat Woodwork Exhibition 

by Ararat & District Woodies Club 
Ararat Town Hall, Ararat VIC 
Enquiries: (ah) (03) 5352 1012 

8 - 10 1997 W .A. Wood Show 
by Fine Woodwork Association of W.A. 
and True Blue Exhibitions 
Claremont Show Grounds WA 
Enquiries : (09) 389 5979 

31 Demonstration Day 
by St Arnaud Woodworkers Club Inc. 
RSL Hall, Raglan Street, St Arnaud VIC 
Enquiries: (03) 5495 1476 

§ lE lF1rIE M JIB IE IR?. 

12 -14 Exhibition of Fine Woodcraft 
by Illawarra Woodworkers Group Inc. 
Corrimal Uniting Church Hall 
Russell Street, Corrimal NSW 
Enquiries : Bill Hopton (042) 718182 
email: hopton@wollongong.starway.net.au 

20 -21 Demonstrations & Sales of Woodwork 
by Illawarra Woodworkers Group Inc. 
In conjunctioin with "FLORAWARRA" 
In the Wollongong Botanical Gardens, NSW 
Enquiries: Bill Hopton (042) 718182 
email: hopton@wollongong.starway.net.au 

25 - 28 Woodwork Exhibition 
by Maryborough & District Woodworkers Group Inc. 

13 WOODWORKERS' ASSOCIATION MEETING 
17 - 19 Melbourne Timber and Working with Wood Show 

by Riddell Exhibition Promotions 
• Melbourne Exhibition Centre 
Southbank, Melbourne VIC 
Enquiries : Patrick O'Reilly (02) 9712 5623 

30 - Nov 2 Adelaide Timber & Working with Wood Show 
by Riddell Exhibition Promotions 
Wayville Showgrounds 
Adelaide SA 
Enquiries : Kym Jones (08) 8293 5377 

N (0) VlE ™1 JIB lEIR?. 

1 • 2 Annual Exhibition 
by Woodcraftsmans Guild of Queensland Inc. 
Mt Coot-Iha Botanical Gardens 
Brisbane QLD 
Enquiries : (07) 3269 4628 

21 • 30 Victorian Woodwork Exhibition 
by Victorian Woodworkers Association Inc. 
Manningham Artspace 
Doncaster Road, Doncaster VIC 
Enquiries: Ben Raslam (03) 9499 3519 

29 - 30 Victorian Woodwork Festival 
by Victorian Woodworkers Association Inc. 
Manningham City Council Grounds 
Doncaster VIC 
Enquiries: Ben Raslam (03) 9499 3519 

ID) lE <C lE MIIB IE IR?. 

1 WOODWORKERS' ASSOCIATION MEETING 

~n:;;;;;,]r ;o:: 5460 5220 lpJjJiwDfkifw,it,~ill'Mkilllll~ma-11 

O<CT(O)JIBIEIR?. I 
3 • 8 Newcastle Mattara Festival ::.::/> 

with demonstrations and sales 
by Woodtumers of the Hunter Co-operative 
Honeysuckle Centre, Newcastle NSW 
Enquiries : (049) 43 1249 
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Turning for Furniture 
Ernie Conover, Taunton press, 1996, RRP $45.00 

Reviewed by Bob Howard 

When I check a book out to see if it is worth 
buying, one of the main thi~gs I look for is a reason to 
trust the author. In woodworking books, this is another 
way of saying 'Does this person know what they are 
talking about?' 

This is a bit of a catch 22 because it can only be 
judged reliably by comparing what the author says with 
what I already know (or think I know). Hence if the 
book deals with a subject I don't know much about, it's 
a bit hard to tell. 

However, while I'm not exactly a red-hot 
woodtumer, I do know a bit about it, and this book 
covers enough peripheral material (sharpening, tools, 
machinery.jigs etc.) for me to make a judgment that I'd 
happily put my money on. This is a book that I would 
buy with confidence. 

This opinion has added significance when you 
understand that I approached the book with a fair 
degree of doubt My albeit limited experience of 
American spindle turning had not filled one with . 
confidence. When I lived there in the early 80s most of 
the furniture makers I knew turned almost entirely with 
scrapers. They scraped coves, beads - everything. So 
the first thing I did with this book was look to see how 
he turned beads, hoping to read how he used a skew 
chisel. Ahnost predictably, he did not. But he didn't 
scrape them either. He turns them with a spindle 
gauge. 

Not a perfect start, but not a complete wipe-out 
either. When I had more time, I sat down and worked 
my way through the book in more detail, and quickly 
came to the conclusion that Conover was a turner who 
had done enough work to be able l.O give good, solid, 
practical advice. He is neither too precious not too 
simple. 

The book is divided into three parts. Part 1 is called 
The. Basics, and covers lathes, tools sharpening and the 
basics of spindle turning. I found the advice given on 
tools and lathes quite good ('don't buy sets of tools' is 
a favourite line of mine) and the sharpening directions 
very good. The turning basics seemed quite sound as 
far as they went. 

I could quibble about the picture of a cast iron Delta 
lathe mounted on one of those awful bolted together, 
light-weight steel stands with no cross bracing that 
small , inexpensive band saws often come on. I doubt 
that there has ever been one of those things those has 
displayed for Jong anything like and acceptable degree 
of rigidity. 

Probably the biggest problem with this section (and 
the entire book) is its brevity. He covers in 50 pages 
what Mike Darlow devotes about 175 pages to. So if 
you are only looking to buy one book, then Conover's 
is probably not the one. But if you are looking for a 

. competent, second point of view, or if you only want 
the nitty gritty of it all and get impatient with all the 
fine detail, then he is worth a look. 

Part 2 deals with Turning Furniture Parts, and 
covers table legs, chair parts, bed posts, structural and 
decorative columns, pull and finials, applied mouldings 
and table tops. 

Part 3 consists of two Appendices: Holding Mate
rial on the Lathe' and 'Sharpening Jigs for Grinders. 

The book is published by Taunton Press and 
displays all the hallmarks of their books: excellent 
layout, diagrams and photos, as well as good, reliable 
information. It will retail at about $45, which is about 
the same as Mike Darlow's book. While I do believe 
Mike's book, which is twice the size, is better value for 
the money, this is not to belittle Conover's book. 
Turning for Furniture is a good book and I do recom
mend it. 

Built to Last 
The Story of the Shipwrights of Port Cyg
net, Tasmania and their boats 1863 to 1997. 
Alex Graeme Evans and Peter Wilson, Tasbooks 1996. 
Available from The Boating Bookshop, Crows Nest 
and good book shops. 

At first glance it may seem odd to review a book 
concerned with a small family based shipwright's firm 
in the pages of this newsletter. There is however a 
connection, based on a definition of excellence we all 
strive for in our work, aesthetically and intellectually. 

From 1864 with the launching of Houn Belle to a 
recently launched Hereschoff designed ketch, "Built to 
Last" chronicles the vessels launched by this extraordi
nary family. The line of vessels, the speed they raced 
and won with at Hobart Regattas, the rigour of their 
working lives all speak of the immense skill of their 
builders. 

In this is one point of connection. As we all deal 
with that most fundamental of issues in our work, the 
nexus between form and function, boats, great boats 
must achieve both these qualities as close to perfection 
as their builders can bring them. A boat with poor lines 
may be able to work the shallows off small wharves, 
but she'll lack the tum of speed needed to beat her 
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competitors to dock in Hobart. A ketch of racing lines 
alone won't be able to earn her keep as she should, her 
hull too small to be economical. 

One of the important reasons we as woodworkers 
tend to b tool fanatics is that we can see what we love 
to achieve - the symbiosis of function and fonn. A 
Norris plane, a carving mallet, the sweep of a 
draw knife, the grace of the carvel-built Leeta May -
each of these holds the sum of knowledge of function 
and purity of form that comes from that. 

As woodworkers, furniture makers our lot is much 
harder. We are forced to follow fashion, Patsy Stones 
staggering through a bewildering array of client· 
expectations and values about fonn. We embellish, dis
embellish, agonise and re-embellish, while a shipwright 
or toolmaker knows A, moves to B and ends at Z, only 
altering to improve function. The savagery of the 
marketplace ensures that we rarely are able to follow 
this path to truth and enlightenment, but at least we can 
be reassured that such a path still exists • 

A flotilla of beautiful craft have been launched by 
the Wilsons, recognised by their peers as some of the 
finest examples of shipbuilding in the world. This book 
chronicles each craft in chronological order of launch. 
Details of building techniques and the skill of the 
shipwright, caulker or blacksmith are not the focus 
here. Other titles such as Hobart River Craft or 
Tasmanian Trading Ketches perfonn that duty. The 
gross of their skill is seen on page after page. I can't 
recommend this book highly enough, both on account 
of monumental skill and a catalogue of sheer beauty. 

"We all know Hobart has the best fleet of barges in 
Australia, but few know she has the best fleet in the 
world .. ] remember a scene I will never forget. It was a 
summer morning 1908 and I was eight, coming 
through the passage in Reliance looking up the 
Derwent River. The barges were running down with the 
wind, some goose-winged with a bone in their mouth. I 
counted 50. Suddenly there was a change; about at 
Brown's River, the wind left them. There was a flat 
calm, It was a pretty sight. Here were 50 barges lined 
up as if to start a race. Truly a ship-lover's dream. A 
sight probably not to be seen ever again. But the sea 
breeze was on it's way in and soon some would square 
away on the port tack, some on starboard: all making 
for their destination." 

R J Nichols-coaster ship's master 
page vii "Built to Last" 

Reviewed by Kim Johnston 

Modern Cabinetry -European Design 
and Construction Techniques -

Jim Christ, Sterling 1990, 1995. 320pp RRP$2995 

By "modem cabinetry" Christ (Is there a line thatJ. 
Christ, woodworker, hasn't heard?) means the style devel
oped in E\ll'Ope after WWI in response to the timber 
shortage and the need fer rapid rebuilding. New glues, 
synthetic resins, enabled acceptable quality particleboord 
which in tum led to the frameless method of carcase 
construction. The 32 mm system (rows of ~ly drilled 
holes 32mm apart) is integral to this method fer speedy 
factory productiort So the tenn "modem" is relalive. and 
may as Jim Pearson suggested, imply parochialism. 

The "conventional" cabinetry Christ sees this style 
1 replacing is the traditional solid timber m~ and more 
pertinently the use of ply with face framing which is as 
standard in USA ~particleboard is here. Incidentally 
thanks to the deft Internet fingers of John at Naturally 
Australian I can share with you that the first commercial 
plywood was produced in Oshkosh in USA around 1904. 
Australia produced its first commercial ply, in Hoop Pine, 
around 20 years later 

I was a little puzzled that Christ warns several times of 
the vulnerability of particleboard to moisture - we all know 
what a puffy crumbly biscuit it can tum into - but he makes 
no mention at all of HMR, Highly Moisture Resistant, board 
which is pretty standard in all; but the cheapest wet applica
tions in Australia. I haven't yet found out whether it even 
exists in America and would welcome informatiort 

It was also interesting that he warns of the need to seal 
even the wiseen faces and edges of board against the leaking 
out of nasty formaldehyde gases but it seems to me that the 
32mm system guarantees the leaking. In any case I have 
learned that formaldehyde has been all but replaced in 
America by some other ingredient The LFE you see 
stamped on particle board and MDF made in Australia 
stands for Low Fonnaldehyde Emission and it complies with 
the El standard enforced in Europe. 

This style of cabinetry is temporary with a life expect
ancy of 5 to 10 years before wear and fashion demand 
replacement The popularity of the 32mm system lies in part 
in the reduced need for skilled labour in factories and thus in 
significant cost reductiort 

The system, and thus the book, are of most relevance to 
factories specializing in kitchen and office type fit-outs 
making maximum use of particle board and fasteners. If you 
are in or are considering getting into this field this book will 
give you a very thorough grounding. The cost of setting up 
would be hard to justify for a hobbyist or even a single 
professional who could achieve the same look and nearly 
equivalent speed with a biscuiter and pedestal drill. Christ 
doesn't mention biscuiters/plate joiners. 

Thanks to Jim at Pearron 's Ply (you just give him your 
cutting list) for info on American practice as well as in 
current Australian board processes. -Richard V auglian 
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Working Wood -
A Complete Bench-Top Reference -
Jun Tolpin. Davis Publications 1997 202 pages $29.95 

The author's name will be familiar to readers of Fine 
Woo:iworldng and that's a fair recommendation. 

Tolpin says in his intrcxluction to the book that he "strived 
to make it a comprehell.5ive, acces.5ible and easy-to-under
stand bench-top reference". He has succeeded. There is a 
wealth of systematically presented and well indexed infonna
tion. He is satisfyingly concire and I was astonished at just 
how comprehemive the book is. It could be used as wood-• . 
working course, to be read and then referred to as projects are 
widertaken, and as the stated bench-top reference to elucidate 
queries that come up when reading magazines etc. 

It is spiral boWld with a goo:i weight paper so it meets the 
functional requirements of staying open while you are 
referring to it There are 4 pages-of glossary and 3 1/2 pages 
of index. There are chapter headings on the outer margins of 
each page for conveniently flicking to the desired chapter. 
You can enhance these with do-it-yourself tabs provided for 
sticking on at the beginning of each chapter. 

The final and very useful reference chapter includes 5 
pages of person related fmniture dimensions, and its generous 
conversion section includes American/British terminology. 

It's hard to imagine a woodworker of any level of 
experience not welcoming breadth of information readily 
available in this book. Highly recommended. 

Richard Vaughan 

Hand Tools for Woodworkers -
Robert Wearing BT Batsford 1996 128 pages 

RRP $34.95 (hardcover) 

This is no history of the tools-just a very basic identifica
tion and how to use them. The author laments that bask 
hand.skills are no longer caught in schools and this book is his 
attempt to keep that knowle.dge available. I fowid myself 
increasingly irricated by the book but maybe I'm just being 
tetGhy. If the man who says the_foJ_Jowing is calking to you 
then this is your kind of book. • ;f 

When sharpening a saw un9er poor lighting conditions 
use "those old reading spectacles ... worn on top of the 
others; they magnify well but one does have to come rather 
close" 

"The metric system (of measwemcnt) is most definitely 
here to stay" 

"The electric drill must now be accepted as a hand tool" 
Epoxy resin glues are of"little use to the woo:iworker" 

And as for sanding along the grain?... "grits of 240 and 
finer can safely be used in any direction". It's about those 
spectacles Mr Wearing. 

When he recommends using a hand router for cleaning up 
tenons and rebates he doesn't mention the electric version the 
rest of the world is familiar with. 

It truly was published in 1996 - I checked several times. 

Richard Vaughan 

Woodies Stung by Mossie 
A party, comprised of members of the Woodwork

ers' Association of NSW Inc. and the Traditional Tools 
Group Inc., took the opportunity to examine a rare bird 
recently. 

The trip to RAAF Richmond was enjoyed by all, 
many of whom had fond memories of the plywood 
fighter/bomber from their youth. 

Provided are a couple of happy snaps taken during 
.the outing. 

If any more informed members would like to submit 
a complete story of this marvellous aircraft please 
contact the editor. 

I 

:,_; . 
·..:.....• 
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S T A T E FORESTS OF NEW SOUTH WALES 

CRAFT TIMBER FROM STATE FORESTS 
By Anthony Signor, Community Liaison Officer 

Timber for wood crafts or fire wood 
and other miscellaneous products may 
be obtained from State Forests of NSW. 
However, it is against the law to re
move any material from State Forests 
without appropriate authorisation. 

There are nvo ways timber can be 
obtained from State Forests - through 
a "301 permit" or a "timber licence". 
The 301 permit is usually a short term 
permit (about a month's duration) for 
small volumes of timber up to the 
value of SiOO in royalty to State 
Forests. Prices for various products are 
generally negotiated with the relevant 
district forester, and vary from one 
location to the next. Royalty is paid in 
advance, and there are usuallv no other 
fees involved. A map showing pe~is
sible areas where collection can take 
place and other conditions are usually 
attached to the permit. 

A timber licence is obtained for com
mercial operations where a long-term 
operation, or a higher volume or 
value is envisaged. Royalty is paid 
in advance, usually with a standard 
amount kept in credit. A monthly 

Baradir.e Eden 
(068) 43 I 607 (064) 961500 
Batemans Bay Foroes 
(044) 726211 (068) 522255 
Bathurst Glen Innes 
(063) 312044 (067) 323277 
Bombala Gloucester 
(()6.1) 583177 (065) 581005 
Bulahdellh lnvercll 
(049) 97~206 (067) 224200 
Casino Kempsey 
(066) 62~99 (065) 62 I 34 I 
Deniliquin Morisset 
(058) 8 I 2266 (049) 733733 

Moss Vale 
(048} 68 I 933 

account is then drawn on the timber 
removed from the forest. 

An alternative to having royalty in 
credit is to draw up a bank guarantee. 
Tim6er licences, that attract a licence 
fee as well as royalty.for timber, are 
normally issued on a yearly basis but 
can be paid quarterly. 

To operate under a timber licence, the 
licensee and any paid workers must be 
accredited in the safe use of a chainsaw 
for either cross-cutting or tree felling. 

Timber is remo\·ed according to condi
tions attached to the licence and other 
documents designed to protect the 
forest environment. These include for
mal harvesting plans, codes of practice 
and other conditions. 

More details on 301 permits and timber 
licences mav be obtained from the rele• 
vant forestry district in which you wish 
to operate. The contact numbers for State 
Forests district offices are listed below. 
Alternati\"ely call State Forests for more 
information on (02) 98713377. 

Narrandcra 
(069) 591233 
Oberon 
(063) 36 I 002 
Queanbeyan 
(06) 2972044 
Tumbarumba 
(069) 482400 
Tumut 
(069) 47391 I 
U;benville 
(066) 341318 
Urunga 
(066 556203 
Walcha 
(067i 772511 

Family 
Forest Fair 

Sunday, 23rd 0£ March, 10am • 4pm 
T. cefeJ,.,t, {,/4,.i!/ h,-ut,-t /J,t u tk 21r( ,f /.fvcf-

printed on recycled paper 

FR££ ADMISSION AND AcnVITJES! 

Francophiles 
Does any member have contacr.s in, or information on, 
woodgroups, workshops, woodworking magazines or 

the like in France, preferably the south-west? 
If so, could they please .::ontact the editor, who is 

plannir.g a trip to the region next year. 
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Woo1;r=:1.WoRKS 
BOOK & TOOL co. 
S Y D N E Y 

199 Pennant Hills Road, Thomleigh, NSW 2120 

phone 02 9484 1183 fax 02 9980 6616 

Demonstration 
& 

Meet: 

Open Day 
Saturday 12th April 

9am to 4pm 

Neil Williams, Yanek 
Druyan and Colen Clenton. 

Safety: information by Racal's Glen 
Baxter 

Woodturning: by Lindsay Skinner 

BBQ: by our famous chef 

Great Time: to be had by all 

Parking in side streets please 

MOTHER OF PEARL & SONS 
TRADING PTY LTD 

Traditional Hardware Merchants & Ironmongers 
Suppliers of Quality Restoration Products 

including 
Fine Gauge Brass Woodscrews (0-6 gauges) 

Brusso Hardware 
Fine English Cabinet Hardware 

All products are exceptionally high quality to meet professional trade 
standards. If you have not yet tried any" on your work, or may be 

interested in other products in our range, give us a call and ask for 
one of our free colour catalogues. 

34 - 36 McLachlan A venue 
Rushcutters Bay 
NSW Australia 2011 
Wholesale: (02) 9332 4455 
Accounts: (02) 9331 7547 
FAX: (02) 9332 1203 

SIRIOUS 
WdDDlilRKIRS 
NEID SERIOUS 
PRDiiCTIDN.-
AN AIRllTI 
IS THI ANSIIR. 
W A er,zi,m 

• Compact powered 

anli•dust respirator. 

• Keeps fresh filtered 

airflow over face. 

• Impact resistant visor to 

protect eyes and face. 

• 4 or 8 hour rechargeable 

battery pack. 

• High capacity filter design. 

• Lightweight. 

For rurther information 

call Racal Health & Safety 

on 1800 803 086. 

-
,~_\ 

. t. 
\ ,~~ 

;- 'r" - . 
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